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Route Reflectors....

“Each iBGP router propagates its best route according to the
following rules:

if the route is learned from a peer or from a route-reflector, then it is
relayed only to clients, otherwise it is reflected to all iBGP neighbors."
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iBGP Deceptions

Step Criterion
1 Prefer routes with higher local-preference
2 Prefer routes with lower as-path length
3 Prefer routes with lower origin
4 Among the routes received from the same AS neighbor, prefer

those having lower MED
5 Prefer routes learned via eBGP
6 Prefer routes with lower IGP metric
7 Prefer routes having the lowest egress-id
8 Prefer routes with shorter cluster-list
9 Prefer the route coming from the neighbor with lower IP address

TABLE I
BGP DECISION PROCESS.

iBGP routers; second, it selects the best route; third, it selec-
tively propagates its best route to neighboring routers.

With route reflection, the iBGP neighbors of each router
are split into three sets: clients, peers and route-reflectors.
Each iBGP router propagates its best route according to the
following rules: if the route is learned from a peer or from
a route-reflector, then it is relayed only to clients, otherwise
it is reflected to all iBGP neighbors. Organizing routers in
a hierarchy of clients and route-reflectors allows iBGP to
scale. A cluster consists of one or more route-reflectors and
all their clients. Whenever not explicitly stated, we assume
that every cluster has a single route-reflector. Each cluster is
identified through a unique cluster-id. Messages carry a
cluster-list attribute, which accounts for the iBGP path
and is used to avoid control-plane loops.

In the following, we refer to a session between a client and a
route reflector as an UP session if it is traversed from the client
to the route-reflector, as a DOWN session otherwise. Also, we
refer to a session between iBGP peers as an OVER session.
We call the organization of iBGP sessions iBGP topology.

Best route selection is performed at each iBGP router
according to the BGP decision process summarized in Table I.
The BGP decision process consists of a set of rules: whenever
there are ties for a rule, the next rule is applied. We refer
the reader to [11], [12] for a detailed description of the BGP
decision process. The evaluation of Steps 1-4 is the same at
every iBGP router, since those steps consider global attributes,
usually not modified in iBGP [1]. Throughout the paper, we
only consider routes that are equally preferred according to the
first four steps of the BGP decision process. We denote the
routers that receive an eBGP route for a given prefix as egress
points for that prefix. Each iBGP router has an identifier, i.e., a
router-id. The egress-id of a route is the router-id
of the egress point that announces that route.

As an example of iBGP network, consider the network
depicted in Fig. 1(a). The graphical convention adopted in
the figure will be used throughout the paper. Circles represent
iBGP clients, while diamonds represent iBGP route-reflectors.
UP and OVER sessions are depicted with single and double
arrow links, respectively. The dashed arrows labeled p1 enter-
ing routers e1, e2 and e3 represent the fact that e1 and e2 are
egress points for prefix p1. Similarly, e3 is an egress points
for both p1 and p2. The underlying IGP graph is depicted in
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Fig. 1. A simple network that exhibits visibility issues.

Fig. 1(b): lines represent IGP links and labels represent the
IGP weight assigned to a link.

Consider prefix p1. Due to step 5 of the BGP decision
process, routers e1, e2 and e3 will select their external route
denoted as R1, R2 and R3, respectively. Therefore, they will
advertise their best route to all their iBGP neighbors, namely
b (for e1 and e2) and r (for e3). Router b will collect routes
from its clients, select its best route, and propagate it to its
neighbors. By step 6 of the BGP decision process, b will select
route R2 because e2 is a closer egress point than e1. Therefore,
by iBGP propagation rules b will advertise R2 to its route-
reflector a. Each router will keep performing route collection,
route selection and route dissemination until BGP converges
and no further messages are propagated. After convergence,
router r will select route R3 and router a will select route R2.

Observe that router a has no knowledge of route R1,
because it only receives route R2 from b and route R3 from r.
In fact, route reflection introduces suboptimal route visibility
and limits the amount of route diversity available at router a.
Another side effect induced by route reflection is the packet
deflection that happens when a sends traffic to prefix p1. More
precisely, a believes that the traffic will exit from egress point
e2 and forwards it to e1 because it is the next hop to e2.
However, e1 is itself an egress point for prefix p1, so it will
deflect traffic outside the ISP. The combination of multiple
deflections can result in forwarding loops [1].

Whenever issues due to suboptimal route visibility arise,
fixing them by adding additional iBGP sessions may look
like an easy and tempting solution for a network operator.
In our example, adding an iBGP session between routers a
and e1 will provide a with increased route diversity and will
make it able to select its optimal egress point. The addition of
OVER sessions to increase route diversity in iBGP has been
already proposed in [9], [10], e.g., to support recently proposed
techniques for reducing iBGP convergence time [13]. Indeed,
quantitative studies have already shown that route reflection
leads to very poor route diversity [14]. This, in turn, can
cause high convergence time in case of failure or interdomain
routing changes. Moreover, additional sessions can provide
better route visibility to routers, thus making it easier for a
network operator to fix its iBGP configuration in order to
comply with state of the art guidelines [3].

Source: S. Vissicchio et al., “iBGP Deceptions: More Sessions, Fewer Routes,” IEEE INFOCOM 2012.
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iBGP Deceptions (cont.)

Step Criterion
1 Prefer routes with higher local-preference
2 Prefer routes with lower as-path length
3 Prefer routes with lower origin
4 Among the routes received from the same AS neighbor, prefer

those having lower MED
5 Prefer routes learned via eBGP
6 Prefer routes with lower IGP metric
7 Prefer routes having the lowest egress-id
8 Prefer routes with shorter cluster-list
9 Prefer the route coming from the neighbor with lower IP address

TABLE I
BGP DECISION PROCESS.

iBGP routers; second, it selects the best route; third, it selec-
tively propagates its best route to neighboring routers.

With route reflection, the iBGP neighbors of each router
are split into three sets: clients, peers and route-reflectors.
Each iBGP router propagates its best route according to the
following rules: if the route is learned from a peer or from
a route-reflector, then it is relayed only to clients, otherwise
it is reflected to all iBGP neighbors. Organizing routers in
a hierarchy of clients and route-reflectors allows iBGP to
scale. A cluster consists of one or more route-reflectors and
all their clients. Whenever not explicitly stated, we assume
that every cluster has a single route-reflector. Each cluster is
identified through a unique cluster-id. Messages carry a
cluster-list attribute, which accounts for the iBGP path
and is used to avoid control-plane loops.

In the following, we refer to a session between a client and a
route reflector as an UP session if it is traversed from the client
to the route-reflector, as a DOWN session otherwise. Also, we
refer to a session between iBGP peers as an OVER session.
We call the organization of iBGP sessions iBGP topology.

Best route selection is performed at each iBGP router
according to the BGP decision process summarized in Table I.
The BGP decision process consists of a set of rules: whenever
there are ties for a rule, the next rule is applied. We refer
the reader to [11], [12] for a detailed description of the BGP
decision process. The evaluation of Steps 1-4 is the same at
every iBGP router, since those steps consider global attributes,
usually not modified in iBGP [1]. Throughout the paper, we
only consider routes that are equally preferred according to the
first four steps of the BGP decision process. We denote the
routers that receive an eBGP route for a given prefix as egress
points for that prefix. Each iBGP router has an identifier, i.e., a
router-id. The egress-id of a route is the router-id
of the egress point that announces that route.

As an example of iBGP network, consider the network
depicted in Fig. 1(a). The graphical convention adopted in
the figure will be used throughout the paper. Circles represent
iBGP clients, while diamonds represent iBGP route-reflectors.
UP and OVER sessions are depicted with single and double
arrow links, respectively. The dashed arrows labeled p1 enter-
ing routers e1, e2 and e3 represent the fact that e1 and e2 are
egress points for prefix p1. Similarly, e3 is an egress points
for both p1 and p2. The underlying IGP graph is depicted in
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Fig. 1. A simple network that exhibits visibility issues.

Fig. 1(b): lines represent IGP links and labels represent the
IGP weight assigned to a link.

Consider prefix p1. Due to step 5 of the BGP decision
process, routers e1, e2 and e3 will select their external route
denoted as R1, R2 and R3, respectively. Therefore, they will
advertise their best route to all their iBGP neighbors, namely
b (for e1 and e2) and r (for e3). Router b will collect routes
from its clients, select its best route, and propagate it to its
neighbors. By step 6 of the BGP decision process, b will select
route R2 because e2 is a closer egress point than e1. Therefore,
by iBGP propagation rules b will advertise R2 to its route-
reflector a. Each router will keep performing route collection,
route selection and route dissemination until BGP converges
and no further messages are propagated. After convergence,
router r will select route R3 and router a will select route R2.

Observe that router a has no knowledge of route R1,
because it only receives route R2 from b and route R3 from r.
In fact, route reflection introduces suboptimal route visibility
and limits the amount of route diversity available at router a.
Another side effect induced by route reflection is the packet
deflection that happens when a sends traffic to prefix p1. More
precisely, a believes that the traffic will exit from egress point
e2 and forwards it to e1 because it is the next hop to e2.
However, e1 is itself an egress point for prefix p1, so it will
deflect traffic outside the ISP. The combination of multiple
deflections can result in forwarding loops [1].

Whenever issues due to suboptimal route visibility arise,
fixing them by adding additional iBGP sessions may look
like an easy and tempting solution for a network operator.
In our example, adding an iBGP session between routers a
and e1 will provide a with increased route diversity and will
make it able to select its optimal egress point. The addition of
OVER sessions to increase route diversity in iBGP has been
already proposed in [9], [10], e.g., to support recently proposed
techniques for reducing iBGP convergence time [13]. Indeed,
quantitative studies have already shown that route reflection
leads to very poor route diversity [14]. This, in turn, can
cause high convergence time in case of failure or interdomain
routing changes. Moreover, additional sessions can provide
better route visibility to routers, thus making it easier for a
network operator to fix its iBGP configuration in order to
comply with state of the art guidelines [3].

Source: S. Vissicchio et al., “iBGP Deceptions: More Sessions, Fewer Routes,” IEEE INFOCOM 2012.
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iBGP Deceptions (eBGP NH remains unchanged)
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Fig. 2. OVER-RIDE GADGET

Observe that, in general, additional iBGP sessions do not
need to be OVER sessions, i.e., they could be UP sessions
as well. However, network operators might prefer to deploy
OVER sessions, in order to lower memory overhead and
update churn, as only a subset of reflected routes is announced
on OVER sessions.

Unfortunately, adding OVER sessions to an iBGP topology
may have undesirable side effects. Consider the iBGP network
in Fig. 2 (OVER-RIDE GADGET) which is a simplified version
of the one in Fig. 1. An additional OVER session exists
between routers a and e. Since e is the only egress point
for prefix p, a will prefer the route that it learns on the
OVER session because of step 8 of the BGP decision process.
Then, since its best route was learned from a peer, a will not
propagate it to r, so r will have no route to prefix p.

Now if r has a route for a less specific prefix that includes
prefix p (e.g., a default route), it will use that route for traffic
destined to p, possibly generating forwarding deflections and
loops. Consequently, it is not safe to assume that prefixes are
independent in iBGP. Otherwise, if r has no route for a less
specific prefix than p, r will create a traffic blackhole. Observe
that both kinds of anomalies are due to the iBGP topology
alone. The IGP topology is irrelevant in this case because there
is only one egress point for p. For this reason, the OVER-RIDE
GADGET complies with the conditions of [3], yet it is subject
to anomalies. Even worse, such anomalies could be triggered
by external events, e.g., if an egress point fails.

III. A MODEL FOR IBGP CORRECTNESS

We now present the model we use in the rest of the
paper. We model an IGP graph as an undirect weighted graph
I = (V, E), with a weight associated to each edge (u, v) ∈ E.
We denote with dist(u, v) the total weight of the shortest
path from u to v. Moreover, we model an iBGP topology
as a directed labeled multigraph B = (V, E) where nodes in
V represent routers and edges in E represent iBGP sessions.
Each edge (u, v) is associated with a label which is either
UP, DOWN, or OVER. We use u ← v, u → v, and u ↔ v
to indicate that the label of edge (u, v) is DOWN, UP or
OVER, respectively. Because of the way iBGP relationships
are defined, u ← v ⇔ v → u, and u ↔ v ⇔ v ↔ u.

Due to the iBGP route dissemination rules, not every path
on B can be used to distribute a BGP route announcement.

We define a valid signaling path as a path (u . . . v) on B that
can be used to advertise routes from u to v (or vice versa). A
valid signaling path consists of zero or more UP sessions,
followed by zero or one OVER session, followed by zero
or more DOWN sessions. This means that a valid signaling
path matches regular expression UP∗OVER?DOWN∗ [4]. The
presence of a valid signaling path between u and v is a
necessary condition for u to learn routes announced by v, even
if we show in Section IV that it is not a sufficient condition.
Throughout the paper, we assume that the iBGP graph B is
connected, that is, ∀u, v ∈ B there is a valid signaling path
from u to v, otherwise obvious forwarding anomalies can arise
(routes are not propagated network-wide). Whenever it is clear
from the context, we use a signaling path to refer to the route
advertised over that signaling path (e.g., we say that a router
receives a path, or prefers a path over another).

Route reflection topologies are usually organized in a hierar-
chy where there are no cycles consisting of UP sessions only.
Indeed, such cycles are a sign of bad topology design and can
create routing anomalies [1]. In a hierarchy, each BGP router
can be assigned to a layer. We denote the set of routers in the
top layer of an iBGP topology B as TB . A router belongs to
the top layer TB if it has no route-reflector.

It has been shown [1] that the suboptimal route visibility
introduced by route reflection can cause both routing and
forwarding anomalies. Routing anomalies can prevent BGP to
settle to a stable state because of routing oscillations. More-
over, inconsistent routing decisions between the forwarding
plane and the control plane can create forwarding deflections
and loops. A BGP configuration is said to be signaling correct
if it is free from routing anomalies, i.e., if BGP is guaranteed
to always converge to a single predictable stable state. A
signaling correct configuration is forwarding correct if it is
always free from forwarding anomalies. Observe that there
are no guarantees that all the routers have a route towards all
the prefixes even in a signaling correct BGP configuration.

A. Known Sufficient Conditions for Correctness

The following set of sufficient conditions guarantees that an
iBGP topology B is both signaling and forwarding correct [1].

1) B has no cycles consisting of UP sessions only;
2) any route-reflector prefers paths propagated by its clients

over paths propagated by non-clients; and
3) all shortest paths must also be valid signaling paths.
Conditions 1 and 2 ensure that the iBGP configuration is

signaling correct, while Condition 3 guarantees forwarding
correctness. Although interesting from a theoretical perspec-
tive, such conditions can be too constraining to be applied in
real networks. For example, Condition 3 practically forces the
BGP topology to be congruent to the IGP one, in such a way
that even a full-mesh of iBGP sessions is not compliant. We
discuss the applicability of Condition 2 in Section VI.

In [3], [4] the concept of fm-optimality is introduced as a
relaxed sufficient condition to ensure forwarding correctness
in a signaling correct iBGP configuration. To understand fm-
optimality, we need to define white routers and white paths [4].

Source: S. Vissicchio et al., “iBGP Deceptions: More Sessions, Fewer Routes,” IEEE INFOCOM 2012.
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Model...

“We model an iBGP topology as a directed labeled multigraph
B = (V ,E) where nodes in V represent routers and edges in E
represent iBGP sessions."

“We define a valid signaling path as a path (u, . . . , v) on B that can be
used to advertise routes from u to v (or vice versa). A valid signaling
path consists of zero or more UP sessions, followed by zero or one
OVER session, followed by zero or more DOWN sessions. This
means that a valid signaling path matches regular expression:

UP*OVER?DOWN*"

Signaling correctness: The BGP configuration is free from routing
anomalies, i.e., BGP is guaranteed to always converge to a single
predictable stable state.

Forwarding correctness: Guarantees the absence of packet
deflections along the forwarding path.

Marcelo Yannuzzi Routing in the Future Internet: Graduate Course, INCO, Montevideo, Uruguay, 2012. 8



Sufficient Conditions for Correctness

Set of sufficient conditions that guarantee that an iBGP topology
B is both signaling and forwarding correct:

1 B has no cycles consisting of UP sessions only
2 Any route-reflector prefers paths propagated by its clients

over paths propagated by non-clients
3 All shortest paths must also be valid signaling paths.

Note that Conditions 1 and 2 ensure that the iBGP configuration
is signaling correct, while Condition 3 guarantees forwarding
correctness.

...in Condition 3 there is an issue with the graphs (remember that valid signaling
paths are defined on B) ...
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Sufficient Conditions for Correctness (cont.)

IEEE Communications Magazine • July 201272

K is a much smaller number than N in practice,
making the total number of i-BGP sessions for a
given RR much smaller than that of full mesh.
For a given client, the number of i-BGP sessions
is typically a constant (e.g., 2 for redundancy)
regardless of network size.

Reduced Operational Cost — Creating, modi-
fying, and removing BGP sessions require opera-
tor intervention. In the case of full-mesh i-BGP,
any new router added to a network requires
modifications to all the other routers’ configura-
tions. In the case of route reflection, adding or
removing a client i-BGP router only requires
configuration changes to the RRs to which the
client connects, with no impact on the other
routers.

Reduced RIB-in Size — A BGP router R main-
tains three different types of routing tables:
RIB-in, Loc-RIB, and RIB-out. A RIB-in con-
tains unprocessed (i.e., without applying import
policy) routing information that has been adver-
tised to R by each of R’s BGP neighbors. After
examining the reachability information and
applying import policies across each RIB-in, the
router decides a single best path for each desti-
nation D and stores this best path in Loc-RIB. R
may or may not forward D’s reachability infor-
mation to its BGP neighbor routers depending
on its export policy, but because the export poli-
cy to the i-BGP neighbors is mostly the same, R
only needs a small number of RIB-outs (e.g.,
one per peer group that shares the same export
policy) to store reachability information to be
propagated to all its neighbors. On the other
hand, the number of RIB-ins increases propor-
tionally to R’s number of BGP neighbors. If R
has n neighbors each sending p prefixes, its total
RIB-in size is on the order of n × p. With full-
mesh i-BGP sessions, n is the number of i-BGP
neighbors in the full mesh. With route reflection,
n for client i-BGP routers is the number of RRs
to which the clients connect and is typically a
small number.

Reduced Number of BGP Updates — With a
significant reduction in the number of i-BGP
neighbors, a client router naturally receives a
significantly reduced number of updates. A route
reflector Rr receives routing updates from all its
neighbors, but since BGP only propagates the

best path to each destination, Rr further propa-
gates only those updates that change its best
path selections. In sharp contrast to a full-mesh
i-BGP setting where all BGP updates are propa-
gated to all routers, RRs effectively shelter their
client routers from a large percentage of incom-
ing updates.

Incremental Deployability — Last but not
least, route reflection allows coexistence of RRs
with conventional BGP routers that do not
understand route reflection. A conventional
BGP router B can be connected to RRs as a
client or non-client (in which case B must also
be connected to all other RRs). This allows a
network to perform a gradual migration from
the full-mesh i-BGP model to the route reflec-
tion model. 

CAVEATS OF ROUTE REFLECTION
Compared with the full-mesh i-BGP intercon-
nections, although route reflection provides an
effective alternative to address the i-BGP scala-
bility problem, it also brings several negative
impacts on overall routing system performance
as listed below.

Robustness — With full-mesh i-BGP, a single
router failure has limited impact on the rest of
the network. That is, only the failed router
cannot send or receive updates from the full
mesh; the rest of the routers in the network
are not affected. In the case of route reflec-
tion, if a route reflector Rr fails, not only does
Rr itself  lose reachability learned from its
neighbors; the client routers that used Rr to
communicate with other routers would no
longer be able to send or receive routing
updates. To avoid such single points of fail-
ures, RRs are normally deployed in pairs, and
each client router is usually connected to two
or more RRs.

Prolonged Routing Convergence — An AS
with route reflection can experience longer rout-
ing convergence compared to full-mesh i-BGP
interconnections. In the full-mesh i-BGP case, a
BGP update travels only one i-BGP hop to reach
all other i-BGP routers. However, with route
reflection, an update message may traverse more
than one RR before reaching the final i-BGP
router. Since each RR runs the best path selec-
tion process, there are both processing delay and
transmission delay to cross a route reflector.
These additional delays in update propagation
time can lead to a longer overall convergence
delay.

Besides the increased delay in routing mes-
sage propagations, redundant route reflectors
also introduce multiple parallel paths to a given
destination. For example, in Fig. 1b, R2 can see
up to three paths during the convergence pro-
cess after a destination announced by R4
becomes unreachable:
• R2-R1-R4,
• R2-R3-R4
• R2-R1-R3-R4

Had all the routers been connected in a full
mesh, R2 would have only one path to reach it,
and the convergence could be faster.

Figure 2. Route reflection with data forwarding loop.
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Sufficient Conditions for Correctness (cont.)
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Dissemination Correctness...

“Let B be a signaling correct iBGP topology. Then, B is dissemination
correct if all the routers in B are guaranteed to receive at least one
route to prefix p in the stable state, for any non-empty set of egress
points for p".

The authors claim that a signaling correct topology is not guaranteed
to be dissemination correct. Moreover, a dissemination correct
topology is not guaranteed to be forwarding correct.
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Another Pathological Example...
Why are those the preferences in the first place??

Given an iBGP topology B, a router r and an egress point e,
a router r′ is said to be a white router for pair (r, e) if there is
no egress point e′ in B such that dist(r, e′) > dist(r, e) and
dist(r′, e′) ≤ dist(r′, e). A white path between a router r and
an egress point e is defined as a valid signaling path between
r and e that contains only white routers for pair (r, e). An
iBGP topology is fm-optimal if for each router r and for each
egress point e there exists at least one white path.

IV. UNVEILING IBGP DECEPTIONS

In this section, we introduce the concept of spurious OVER
sessions. Also, we show how their side effects can invalidate
simple assumptions that apparently hold in any iBGP topology,
and have been used in previous research work.

Definition 1: Given an iBGP topology B, an OVER session
x ↔ y is spurious if one of the two routers is not in the top
layer, i.e., if x #∈ TB or y #∈ TB .

Spurious sessions are not frequent in today’s ISP networks.
Vendor guidelines also suggest to not deploy them [11].
Nevertheless, spurious sessions have been proposed to solve
visibility issues [9], [10], and previous work showed that large
ISPs sometimes use them [7], [8]. Moreover, spurious OVERs
can be unintentionally introduced in iBGP reconfigurations.
For example, current best practices to replace an iBGP full-
mesh with route reflection [15] suggest to progressively in-
troduce UP sessions before removing the full-mesh. Hence,
OVER sessions initially in the full-mesh are likely to become
spurious in intermediate configurations.

A. Route Dissemination Deceptions

As discussed in Section II, the OVER-RIDE GADGET pro-
vides an example of how a spurious OVER improves egress
point visibility at some routers, but potentially worsens visi-
bility at other routers. In the gadget, the side effect of adding
a spurious OVER is counter-intuitive because it induces a
change in the route dissemination process at router r without
affecting the egress point selected by r. This contradicts the
intuition that a connected iBGP topology guarantees that every
router eventually learns at least one route for any given prefix.

Unfortunately, some previous work is based on that intu-
ition. In particular, [9], [10] assume that adding an OVER
session can only improve route visibility, while [3], [4] assume
that a route-reflector r can “hide” a route to a neighboring
router v only if it has a closer alternative egress point.

More generally, spurious OVER sessions show that the
concept of valid signaling path is not a good abstraction to
study the actual ability of a router to learn a route to a given
prefix. In order to better understand this property, we introduce
the concept of dissemination correctness.

Definition 2: Let B be a signaling correct iBGP topology.
Then, B is dissemination correct if all the routers in B are
guaranteed to receive at least one route to prefix p in the stable
state, for any non-empty set of egress points for p.

Observe that dissemination correctness does not depend
on interdomain routing nor on the set of egress points cur-
rently learning routes for given prefixes. That is, it is a
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(a) A spurious OVER can create rout-
ing oscillations.
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Fig. 3. Two cases in which adding a spurious OVER creates signaling and
forwarding anomalies.

topological property. Dissemination correctness differs from
both signaling and forwarding correctness. Indeed, a signal-
ing correct topology is not guaranteed to be dissemination
correct. Moreover, a dissemination correct topology is not
guaranteed to be forwarding correct. The three properties
actually complement each other: signaling correctness deals
with routing anomalies that can prevent BGP from converging;
dissemination correctness deals with issues in the route prop-
agation process; forwarding correctness deals with forwarding
anomalies caused by the interaction between iBGP and IGP.

B. Signaling and Forwarding Correctness Deceptions

Beside affecting dissemination correctness, a single spurious
OVER can even prevent an iBGP topology to be either
signaling or forwarding correct, as shown in Fig. 3.

Consider Fig. 3(a). Every router is equipped with a list of
valid signaling paths, sorted in decreasing order of preference.
Observe that (u1, e0) is a spurious OVER session. We now
show that iBGP cannot converge in this configuration. Assume
by contradiction that a stable state exists, and consider the
routing choice at router u2. Since u2 receives a route directly
from e2, it is not possible that u2 does not select any route
for prefix p1. Hence, we have the following cases.

• u2 steadily selects (u2 e2). In this case, u1 will use
its most preferred path (u1 u2 e2), preventing u0 from
selecting (u0 u1 e0). Thus, u0 will select (u0 x e0), and
eventually announce it to u2. Because of path preferences,
u2 should switch to (u2 u0 x e0), yielding a contradiction.

• u2 steadily selects (u2 u1 u0 x e0). This involves that u1

steadily selects (u1 u0 x e0), leading to a contradiction,
since path (u1 e0) is always available at u1 and is more
preferred than (u1 u0 x e0).

• u2 steadily selects (u2 u0 x e0). This implies that u0

steadily selects (u0 x e0), and u1 is forced to select
(u1 e0), since it does not receive path (u2 e2) from u2.
This leads to a contradiction, since u0 will eventually
learn and select path (u0 u1 e0), preventing u2 from
steadily selecting (u2 u0 x e0).

All the cases lead to a contradiction, hence a stable state
does not exist in the topology in Fig. 3(a). Observe that the

Source: S. Vissicchio et al., “iBGP Deceptions: More Sessions, Fewer Routes,” IEEE INFOCOM 2012.
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Dissemination Correctness...intractability

Dissemination Correctness Problem (DCP): Given a signaling correct
iBGP topology B and the underlying IGP topology I, decide if B is
dissemination correct. One More Session Problem (OMSP): Given a
dissemination correct iBGP topology B = (V ,E), the underlying IGP
topology I, and a spurious OVER session o = (x , y), x , y ∈ V , decide
if B′ = (V ,E ∪ (x , y)) is dissemination correct.
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Dissemination Correctness...intractability (cont.)

In practice, intractability is not necessarily an issue:

NP-completeness only refers to the run-time of the worst case
instances.....note that many of the instances that occur in
practical applications can be solved in polinomial time!

We also need to distinguish between online computations and
offline computations.....

F.A. Kuipers, “Quality of Service Routing in the Internet: Theory,
Complexity and Algorithms", Ph.D. thesis, Delft University Press,
The Netherlands, ISBN 90-407-2523-3, September 2004.
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Guidelines...

“In redundant iBGP configurations, redundant route-reflectors
must belong to the same cluster in order to enforce the
prefer-client condition."

“Whenever an additional session is needed to solve visibility
issues, an UP session should be deployed, in order to enforce
the no-spurious-OVER condition."
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Review of the Readings

First Reading
Second Reading
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Highlights...

“Each network advertises pathlets—fragments of paths represented
as sequences of virtual nodes (vnodes) along which the network is
willing to route. A sender concatenates its selection of pathlets into a
full end-to-end source route."

“Pathlet routing can be seen as source routing over a virtual topology
whose nodes are vnodes and whose edges are pathlets."

It enables an exponentially large number of path choices.

It offers flexibility, routing scalability (smaller FIBs), and
source-controlled routing.

It supports complex routing policies.
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Pathlet Routing (Forwarding Identifiers (FIDs))
A, C, and D have policies that are local, i.e., they depend only on their neighbors. B
has a BGP-like policy which depends on the destination: it allows transit from B to C
only when the ultimate destination is E.
Sort of MPLS push/pop forwarding style...based on one-hop/multi-hop pathlets

is willing to route. A sender concatenates its selection of
pathlets into a full end-to-end source route.

From this architecture come three key ideas. First, path-
lets and vnodes are highly flexible building blocks, able to
express many kinds of policies as well as enabling a dra-
matic amount of path choice in a clean protocol. Intuitively,
like path vector routing (i.e. BGP), pathlets can be used to
constrain how a packet transits an autonomous system (AS)
and where it goes after it leaves. But like source routing,
pathlets may be concatenated in exponentially many ways.
In fact, we show that pathlet routing’s data plane can em-
ulate the routing policies of BGP, loose and strict source
routing, and three recent multipath proposals: NIRA [30],
MIRO [28], and LISP [9]. We are not aware of any protocol
which can emulate pathlet routing’s policies, although there
are several that pathlet routing cannot emulate [32, 31, 23].

The second key idea is that an AS whose policies have only
“local” constraints can represent its policies using a small
number of pathlets, leading to small FIBs and many allowed
paths. We suggest a new class of policies of this type, lo-
cal transit (LT) policies, that allow networks to control the
portions of routes which transit across their own networks,
but otherwise expose the full flexibility of the Internet’s AS-
level routes to sources. A special case of LT policies are
valley-free routes, the common export policy used in BGP.
We show that this kind of LT policy has a large amount of
path choice which significantly improves reliability, and has
FIBs whose size scales with the number of neighbors of a
router, rather than with the number of destinations—thus
reducing the average number of FIB entries for the Internet
AS topology by more than 10, 000× compared with BGP.

The third key idea is that pathlet routing does not impose
a global requirement on what style of policy is used. It cleanly
allows multiple styles to coexist, for example with BGP-style
policies at some ASes, and LT-style policies at others. A
convenient consequence of our architecture is that regardless
of what the other ASes choose, the LT routers obtain the
entire benefit of small FIBs, and part of the improved path
choice. Intuitively, a router needs space in its forwarding
table only for the pathlets that it constructs.

We confirm these results in experiments with an imple-
mentation of pathlet routing. Our implementation also shows
that while our protocol can have greater messaging and con-
trol plane memory overhead than path vector protocols like
BGP, the overhead is small in Internet-like topologies.

Thus, pathlet routing supports complex BGP-style poli-
cies while enabling the adoption of policies that yield small
forwarding plane state and a high degree of path choice.

Paper outline. We introduce the core of the protocol in
Sec. 2, and the scheme for disseminating pathlets in Sec. 3.
Sec. 4 discusses new uses of pathlet routing, including LT
and mixed policies. In Sec. 5 we show pathlet routing can
emulate the policies of several other protocols. Sec. 6 de-
scribes and evaluates our implementation of pathlet routing.
We discuss related work in Sec. 7 and conclude in Sec. 8.

2. THE PATHLET ROUTING PROTOCOL
This section begins with a simple example (§2.1). We

then describe the core pathlet routing protocol: its building
blocks of vnodes and pathlets (§2.2), how pathlets are built
(§2.3), how packets are forwarded (§2.4), and how the sender
picks its route from the pathlets it knows (§2.5).

vnode

pathlet
(labeled with FID)

A router

3

a

a

A B C D E
3

2
7 1

b
c d e

3,2 2 7,1 1

Route in packet header arriving at each hop:

12.34.56.0 / 24

Figure 1: A pathlet routing example.

Besides this core protocol, we must specify how path-
lets are disseminated throughout the network. This is a
largely separable component of the design, because (unlike
BGP) route policy is enforced by what pathlets are con-
structed, rather than by how they are announced. For now,
the reader may assume “telepathic” routers which know ev-
ery constructed pathlet. We will present out dissemination
protocol in Section 3.

2.1 Example
Before defining the protocol in detail, we give a simple

example to illustrate the pathlet mechanism. Consider the
topology in Fig. 1 with routers A, B, C, D, E, each of which
has one vnode (a, b, c, d, e, respectively). Initially, the routers
learn the vnodes of their neighbors. They can then construct
one-hop pathlets to their neighbors, as A, C, and D have
done. A pathlet is given a forwarding identifier (FID) which
identifies it in the routing table of its first vnode. For ex-
ample, entry 7 in the routing table of vnode c instructs the
router to forward the packet to D.

A sender determines its destination by finding a vnode
tagged with the appropriate IP prefix, such as e in the ex-
ample. It specifies a route as a list of FIDs in the packet
header. A packet starting at c with route (7, 1) will have its
first FID popped off and will be forwarded to d with route
(1) in the header, whereupon the next FID is popped off
and the packet is forwarded to e with the empty route (),
indicating that it has reached its destination.

After one-hop pathlets are constructed, multihop pathlets
can be built using them. Here, B builds a pathlet b →
c → d → e. It picks FID 2, and sets the forwarding table
instructions to push (7, 1) onto the front of the packet’s route
and then forward it to C. A packet beginning at a can now
reach e using route (3, 2), as shown at the bottom of Fig. 1.

Note that the routers in this example have used different
styles of routing policy. A, C, and D have policies that are
“local”, i.e., they depend only on their neighbors. B has a
BGP-like policy which depends on the destination: it allows
transit from B to C only when the ultimate destination is
E. We will see these two styles again in Sec. 4.

In the rest of Sec. 2, we give a more detailed description
of the pathlet routing protocol.

2.2 Building blocks
Pathlet routing can be seen as source routing over a vir-

tual topology whose nodes are vnodes and whose edges are
pathlets. We describe these two building blocks next.
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Source: P. Brighten Godfrey et al. “Pathlet Routing,” ACM SIGCOMM 2009.
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The Basics...

It uses path vectors to disseminate pathlets....much as BGP
notifies the Internet of the existence of IP prefixes....

1 Announce pathlets which form a shortest path tree from v
to all destination vnodes reachable from v .

2 Announce any additional pathlets that are reachable from
v , up to limit(δ) pathlets originating at each AS with δ
AS-level neighbors (the authors use: limit(δ) = 10 +
δ).....recall the abstract...“It enables an exponentially
large number of path choices."....

Pathlet advertisements contain: the pathlet’s FID and its
sequence of vnode identifiers.
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The Basics (cont.)
“Two ways to implement a local transit policy are to connect the appropriate
ingress-egress pairs (left), or to group neighbors into classes and connect the
appropriate classes (right). Here we show the vnodes and pathlets in one AS to permit
valley-free routes."...note that BGP can do the same! (right)

in out

in out

providers and peersproviders and peers

customers customers

destination vnode
(tagged with IP prefix)

vnode

pathlet

AS

Figure 2: Two ways to implement a local transit
policy are to connect the appropriate ingress-egress
pairs (left), or to group neighbors into classes and
connect the appropriate classes (right). Here we
show the vnodes and pathlets in one AS to permit
valley-free routes.

One difficulty arises with class-based LT policies. If an
AS is internally partitioned, it may not be able to represent
reachability as a class-based LT policy, which implicitly as-
sumes that if the provider class can reach the customer class,
then all providers can reach all customers. A solution is for
the AS to advertise two sets of LT policies, one on each
side of the partition, in the rare case that it becomes inter-
nally partitioned. Alternately, the AS can simply continue
announcing the pathlets; sources will realize that some path-
lets have failed and will switch to a different route, assuming
another is available.

4.2 Mixed Policies
In this section we describe how pathlet routing supports

mixed policies, in particular with some ASes using tradi-
tional BGP-style policies, and some using LT-style. Mixed
policies are important because it allows ASes to make in-
dependent choices about their policies. Some may require
restrictive BGP style policies; others may use LT-style poli-
cies, giving up some control but getting the benefit of small
forwarding tables and providing many possible paths. It is
unlikely that either choice would be preferred by all ASes.

We require no new protocol mechanisms to support mixed
policies; routers run the algorithms we have already de-
scribed in Sections 2 and 3, constructing the pathlets ap-
propriately to match their routing policy. However, since
we believe this is an important way of using pathlet routing,
we illustrate the process here.

Emulating BGP. As a prelude, we illustrate the non-mixed
case when all ASes use BGP-style policies. To emulate BGP,
each AS constructs one vnode v from which all its pathlets
originate, and which is its ingress vnode for all neighbors. If
it owns an IP prefix, then it has a second vnode w tagged
with the prefix, from which no pathlets depart. It then
constructs a pathlet from v to every destination it can reach,
along its most-preferred available path. If the destination is
at w, this is a one-hop pathlet; otherwise it is a multihop

pathlet which adds one hop to one of the pathlets it learned
from a neighbor. This is depicted below in a topology with
a single IP prefix destination:

w

v

To mimic BGP’s export rules, in which routes are ex-
ported to only certain neighbors, there are two options.
First, the router may simply not announce certain path-
lets to its neighbors. This mimics BGP “too closely”, since
a neighbor could still use a prohibited path if, for example,
it managed to guess the pathlet’s FID. (Similarly, in BGP,
a neighbor could send a packet even when there is no an-
nounced route for the destination IP.) A solution which is
better than BGP is to enforce policy in the forwarding tables
themselves. For the common valley-free export policy, this
can be done with a small constant number of additional vn-
odes and pathlets, similar to the LT construction of Fig. 2;
we omit the details.

A BGP-policy router in a mixed setting. In the previ-
ous example all routers used BGP-style policies. Now con-
sider a “mixed” network, where the leftmost router in the
previous example continues using BGP-style policies, but
the others use LT policies. It runs the same algorithm as
before, building a pathlet to each destination. However, it
may now have an exponentially large set of possible paths to
each destination, rather than one path through each neigh-
bor. This necessitates a generalization of the BGP decision
process to select the best path without constructing each op-
tion explicitly. For example, it could run a least-cost path
algorithm, with large costs assigned to its provider links, less
cost on its peering links, and lowest cost on its customer
links.

The resulting pathlet is also slightly different: instead of
adding one hop to a multihop pathlet, it is built by con-
catenating multiple short pathlets from the LT nodes, high-
lighted below:

The result is a single long pathlet:

An LT-policy router in a mixed setting. Due to lo-
cality, an LT router’s pathlets do not depend on pathlets
constructed elsewhere. Therefore, it has the same number
of pathlets originating from its vnodes, and hence the same
small routing tables regardless of what other routers do.

However, it does have to deal with disseminating other
routers’ pathlets in the control plane. If an LT node has δ
neighbors using BGP-style policies, then it receives O(δn)
pathlets for a network of size n, and all of these are reach-
able from its ingress vnodes. The router would therefore
be happy to disseminate them all. In fact, a mixed setting
of BGP-style and LT policy routers could result in O(n2)
pathlets usable by LT nodes. However, our dissemination-
limiting mechanisms from Sec. 3.3 will take effect, and only
a small number of these will be propagated.
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Source: P. Brighten Godfrey et al. “Pathlet Routing,” ACM SIGCOMM 2009.
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Weaknesses...tons of...

1) Disruptive....it requires drastic changes in hardware (new
processors, new equipment,.....) ...note that now routers do not
route based on IP prefix destinations.......since Pathlet
advertisements contain: the pathlet’s FID and its sequence of
vnode identifiers....

2) ...magically...IP prefixes are out of the picture...so
requirements such as mobility are someone else’s problem... ,
(Page 2) In Fig. 1....how are packets delivered once they arrive
at e? Note that they ingress with an empty route...

(Page 3) What if we want to send part of the traffic from Y to Z
and part to Z’ and Z"? The problem is that we lost control based
on the destination (prefixes)...or once we put prefixes into the
picture we might scale even worse than we do today...
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Weaknesses...tons of...(cont.)

(Page 4) “A simple way to do this is to build a graph in which
each vnode is a node, and each pathlet v1→ · · · → vn is a
single edge v1→ vn (perhaps given a cost equal to the number
of ASes through which the pathlet travels). Then, similar to link
state routing, run a shortest path algorithm on this graph to
produce a sequence of edges (i.e., pathlets) to each destination.
After the router has made its path selection, it places the
sequence of FIDs associated with the chosen pathlets into the
packet header, and sends it."

Recall that shortest paths based on the AS length are often not the
ones that show the best performance...
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Weaknesses...tons of...(cont.)

(Page 4) Not clear how loops are detected and handled in
practice (note that a pathlet is a sequence of “virtual nodes"....)

(Page 4) The simplest optimization is that we never need to
switch to a more preferred dissemination path, since they are all
equally acceptable...wow!

(Page 7) QoS....

(Pages 9 and 10) Results are biased!...consider
multi-connectivity between domains and IP prefix reachability
with TE objectives...especially when the address space is break
down into more specific prefixes and scattered inside the ASs
(e.g., hundreds or even thousands of nets for a class B)...for
sure the authors used single node abstraction in their results...
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Weaknesses...tons of...(cont.)

(Page 5) Local Transit Policies....too weak, too vague...no clue
about how it can be implemented considering IGPs and
pathlets....no clue about how IP prefix destinations may affect
the overall routing decisions and scalability...

(Page 6) Indeed...“If it owns an IP prefix, then it has a second
vnode w tagged with the prefix, from which no pathlets depart."
.... so we might need lots of w vnodes due to prefixes

(Page 5) The authors claim that the primary disadvantage is that
policies cannot depend on a route’s destination....whereas an
Internet routing system “must have that".
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In Summary...
A new interdomain routing scheme.....
Does Pathlet Routing...

...solve the churn issue? No. Even with biased experiments the plots show that
the results for pathlet are worse.

...solve the convergence issue? No. Destinations (IP prefixes) are basically out
of scope (loseely treated)....so no clue about it.

...solve the security vulnerabilities of the Internet’s routing system? No. Actually,
it will suffer from the same issues as BGP (route attestations, route origination,
and route dissemination and propagation problems)

...improve intra/inter TE objectives? No. TE is out of the scope of this paper.

...improve internal routing apects (compared to iBGP....RR, iBGP/IGP
interactions, route deflections, oscillations, etc.). No. Actually this is not even
described as it deserves....

...support partial deployments? No. The paper provides no clue on how to
transition from BGP-4 to pathlets.

Then, why does the community need this paper?? This paper
looks like the X-files .... yields more questions than answers ....
SIGCOMM is highly overrated....
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Questions?
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